
P O C K E T
      RUGBY LEAGUE

Pocket Rugby rules

LENGTH OF GAME – 2 HALVES  
Before starting, agree on a time for each half - 5 or 10 mins. Keep playing until time is up. Winner is 
the player with the highest score.  Flip a coin to determine who receives the kick and starts the first 
set of 6. 

In Pocket Rugby, each player will take turns as their team attempts to get the ball over the try line to 
score.  Each team when they take possession will have opportunities to break the line for a try, or 
attempt a drop goal.

There are 5 dice that represent certain positions, 1 die for the Defense, 1 die for the Referee and a 
Scoring die. The (S)SCRUM HALF will always roll first after each tackle, or when possession is turned 
over. You then have 4 other players (F)Forwards, (C)Centers, (W)Wings and (B)Backs all who can pass 
between each other, run forward or kick.

To begin, the team receiving the kick will roll the (S)Scrum Half die and follow the resulting action.

The (S)Scrum half will either pass to another team mate shown by a letter (W)Wing or (F)Forward 
etc. The player receiving the PASS then rolls their die to see what action to take, and so on.
Or there is the option to run forward with the ball (HIT UP), or try for a field goal (Kick). 

PASS - Any passing after between players other than the Scrum Half are your choice, but they can 
only be involved once in the play.  If you pass through the hands of all 5 players, it is counted as a 
tackle. 

HIT UP - if your player rolls a HIT UP he is gaining ground. Your opponent has to roll the DEFENSE die.

DEFENSE - after the attacking player rolls HIT UP / or attempts to score - you will use this die. There 
will be one of 4 results - 

TACKLE - the player is put to the ground, 1 tackle added to tackle count. Scrum Half plays the ball
MisTACKLE - weak defense has let the man through. See Stopping a TRY!*
*CONTEST - Any Penalty/ High Tackle will result in a shot at goal /or reset the tackle count.
HUGE HIT - strong defense has the chance to knock the ball loose by rolling a 5/6

SPECIAL MOVES - on each players dice there is one action that gives you a TRY SCORING CHANCE

(F) Forward = Line Break    (C) Centre = Thru the gap
(W) Wing = Into the corner  (B) Back = High Ball

Rolling any of these has put your player into the scoring zone. The DEFENSE now has one last chance 
to make a try saving tackle.....
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*Stopping a TRY!   There is only one way to stop a charging player - the DEFENSE must roll a HUGE 
HIT! to stop the attempt or knock the ball loose. If the DEFENSE manages to roll HUGE HIT, the 
tackle has been made, is added to the tackle count and play continues.....

Unless....the HUGE HIT can also roll a 5/6 - if this happens, the ball has been knocked loose and 
turned over. These are big game moments!

TRY TIME - After making the break and avoiding the last tackle attempt, it’s time to roll the 
SCORING die. You have 3 chances to score a TRY, 2 chances of a NO TRY and one chance for the 
VIDEO REF to reroll to check the result again.

Unsuccessful TRIES will be a change over and play starts again.
Successful TRIES will then have a conversion kick. A 4/5/6 must be rolled to get the extra 2 points.

            After any points are scored, possession changes hands and play starts again

*CONTEST - is the Referee and will only be used when CONTEST shows on the DEFENSE die. There 
will be one of 4 results - 

KNOCK ON (T) / BALL LOST (T) - both result in a turnover
PENALTY! / HIGH TACKLE - chance to kick for 2 points, or reset the tackle count and continue 
attacking. If you decide to kick, you must roll 4/5/6 to be successful. A good way to get points on 
the board early!
PLAY ON - continue rolling the player that was just tackled
SCRUM - both players will roll the SCORING die. The highest roll wins the SCRUM. Play then begins 
as normal. 
 
FIELD GOALS - The (S)Scrum Half has 2 options to kick on his die, and the (B)Back has one.
When this is rolled you have the option to attempt a Field Goal for 1 point. To be       
successful, you must roll a 5/6. If not, possession is turned over. 

                            
                            Note - you’ll be rolling 1 dice at a time.....

Once you get started and play through a few rolls, you’ll understand the game very easily. Think of 
the game not so much as play by play, but a highlight reel of each team’s attacking moments.

You’re encouraged to add commentary for tension and excitement to games, so make sure you 
have your best calling voice primed and ready!

 Watch the ‘How to play’ video online - www.pocketsports.com.au
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